June 1, 2016. To all Members of MCB:

I am pleased to announce some good news, which reflects the success of our graduate students.

**Graduate Excellence Entrance Scholars:**
- Kathleen Delfosse (MSc Mathur Lab, S16)
- Sonia Evagelou (MSc Uniacke Lab, S16)
- Carys Jones (PhD Clarke Lab, S16)
- Caitlyn Sande (PhD Whitfield Lab, W17)

**Graduate Tuition Scholars:**
- Liam Doyle (MSc Whitfield Lab, S16)
- Karamjeet Singh (PhD Graether Lab, S16)
- Hayley Thorpe (MSc Vessey Lab, F16)

**Melanie Wills** (PhD Jones Lab W16) is this year’s recipient of the D.F. Forster Medal - Doctoral — the most prestigious convocating graduate award at the University of Guelph.

Please join me in congratulating these award recipients on this well-deserved recognition.

Marc Coppolino, Chair
Molecular and Cellular Biology